
QMS:- Sharing best practice 
 
Danny Miller tells you 
obvious things he does 
to make money. 



What we will cover 

 What I am trying to achieve 
 What resources I have to get me there 
 Current practices 
 Reasons to keep moving forward 
 What I am concentrating on now. 

#failuressofar 
 Questions 

 



Vision 

 For the business to be measured alongside 
the best in all technical performance 
benchmarks set by SAC and QMS and to 
consistently produce the highest quality beef. 
We will make conscious decisions to 
continually improve the environment, 
biodiversity and appearance of the farms. 
We will invest in people and ensure a safe 
working environment for all. 



Mission 

 Within 5yrs to make a profit of £100,000 from 
the core farm business excluding any SFP 
receipts whilst developing income streams 
from out-with core agriculture contributing at 
least £20,000 in profit annually 



Farm facts-resources 

 2 Units totalling 740 hectares (1800 acres) 
+1000ha of rented hill 

 500 spring calving cows 
 Self sufficient in arable crops 
 3.5 members of staff  
 Housing for 80% of current livestock numbers 
 Enough machinery to do basic tasks 
 



How I run the farm 

Beef + fair bit of brown envelope money 
 Breeder finisher + breed own replacements 
 Mainly AAX cows + AA bulls (+couple Salers) 
 Calve April-June outside 
 Contractors used as I hate stuff that rusts 
 Away and out-winter cows - do it cheaply 
 Agree a contract with an abattoir 
 Cows work for me, not the other way around 
 Renewables 

 



Measure and analyse everything 

 HOW ELSE DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE? 
 Weaning weight - herd total 
 Fertility, calving ease + cheap growth 
 Finish cattle fast, adding value quickly 
 EID tags and panel reader, rising plate meter, field 

analysis of grazing days 
 Cows are scored for temper, udder and feet and size 
 Analyse deaths 

 
 



More beef from the same resource 



Reasons to improve 
 

 £41,000 reasons (+SRDP) 
 Tsunami  
 If it’s not forward, it’s backwards 
 Controlling what I can 
 Horses 
 Outside interests 
 Always going to be low lying fruit 
 Fixed costs are huge but can be diluted 

 



My to-do list 

 More calves, heavier 
weaned (same cows + feed) 

 Better hill utilisation  
 Grassland management 
 Cow efficiency - new breed? 
 Resilience  
 SRDP agreement 
 Fixed costs - 5% saving? 
 Simplification? 
 More meetings 

 



Questions please 



 

#QMSInspire 



 

13.45 Farming the Potential Inside 
the Farm gate 

Justin McCarthy, Editor and CEO, Irish 
Farmers Journal 

14.20 Me and My Cattle Business Danny Miller, Farmer, Caithness 

14.45 Coffee Break 
 

  

15.00 Resource Use Efficiency of 
Energy 

Jamie Robertson, Livestock 
Management Systems 

15.25 Making the Most of PR 
Opportunities 
  

Carol McLaren, Head of 
Communications, QMS and Hamish 
Dykes, Farmer, West Linton 
 

15.50 Take Home Messages  
 

Jim McLaren, Chairman, QMS 

16.00 End of Event   
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